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While Android Marshmallow hasn't strayed too much from Lollipop visually, it looks like Android N is making more significant changes in this area. There are changes in the style of notifications, UX settings, and a lot of other small aesthetic adjustments with Android N. We'll detail all these things a little later, but for this
Immersion in Android N feature, I'd like to talk specifically about the new and improved Fast Settings.Upon pulling down the notification menu, one of the first things you'll notice is there's now one set of notification icons within easy reach. By default, you'll get Wi-Fi, mobile data, DnD battery mode and a flashlight. While
flashlight, Wi-Fi and mobile data work with a single click, DnD mode and battery (both seen right below it) open up large interfaces that allow you to see better what's going on without having to fully open the page of related settings. You'll notice I said by default. The great thing here is that the parameters that sing are
completely customizable. All you have to do is expand the entire area of quick settings (which is being paginated), and click on the edit button. On the Fast Settings edit page, you can determine which icons will appear in this minimized front row, as well as disable and enable various quick settings. If you're included in
the UI tuner system, there's even a few extras added here as the ability to switch quickly in night mode. As you can see in the images above, Google is making big strides to improve the quick settings in Android N, but that doesn't stop with Google itself as Android N adds a new API that allows developers to identify their
own quick tile settings that give users easy access to key controls and actions in apps. In its developer blog, Google further iters about what these quickly tile developers are meant to use: Fast tile settings are reserved for controls or actions that are either urgently required or frequently used, and should not be used as
shortcuts to run the app. Like all Android N early features, there's no doubt what changes will and won't make it to the final version of Android N, but given that they even create specific APIs to create new quick tile settings, it's more than likely this is what will make the final cut. So what do you think? Let us know your
thoughts in the comments. Dog Paws and Lego blocks have a full run of designer Cecily Mendell's rugged California home. Steal these 10 ways to make your home family friendly without sacrificing style. Scoring a 45-year-old home that has never been updated may not be the ideal of every homeowner. For interior
designer Cecily Mendell, the dated home had pure potential. In addition, its location was perfect: 30 miles east of San Francisco in the hometown of husband Allan. Mother of three children and the founder of Cecy J Interiors realized that she and Allan would start by tearing up the old carpet and living with it a bit. But
over a long period of closing their current finally feel settled in one place grew, so they started in nine months of complete renovation, creating a house where cleaning is easy and skateboarding inside is in order. Each design solution looked at children, managing spaces in the direction of low maintenance and modernity.
I wanted to stay true to the country of French architecture, but fill the more casual, barefoot California life I love, Cecily says. She even put kicklets on the inside doors that handle the little feet scuffing them with a non-pot-it attitude. Discover 10 ways Cecily marrys forms and features when renovating a home. Cecily
Mendell's remodeled dining room is likely to host a Lego block of a construction marathon as a dinner party. Wall-to-wall console home toys and colorful display favorite books. The long, narrow photo (Courage by Sean Riley) corresponds to the scale of the console and makes the room wider. Veined marble and warm
gray walls of Cecilia base to mix a lot of finishes in the kitchen. After opening it up to the family room, Cecily flipped the range onto the opposite wall and threw a breakfast nook to make way for a 9-foot island covered in Calacat's marble. It looks trendy, but handles even the rowdiest guests like a dozen children for the
birthday of her twins. Related: Keep your marble countertops clean and sparkling Every room is used and loved by the whole family. Nothing is off limits. - Cecily Mendell's former record gives the impression that the house was dark and cramped. Cecily annexed insufficiently used the living room in the master bedroom
above so that she could vault the foyer, which is now light, airy, and open. She then paneled a two-story two-story wall with a flat cast for some depth. The subtle texture of the sysal wallpaper (Holland and Sherry Fitzrovia in Lapis) in the master bedroom adds interest to the simple drawing. Slender black accents give the
color scheme of the cloudy sky unexpected sharpness. White furniture, like a linen living room sofa, may seem counterintuitive in a home with young children, but it's actually an easier place to treat than colors that can bleach or bleed, Cecily says. She pairs the sofa with gray soft chairs in the outer fabric that quickly
wipe clean. Related: Here's how to decorate the white-right way Kids are part of the concert and welcome around the world. But the outer fabrics help. - Cecily Mendell In the guest room, Cecily painted the walls of moody flat blue (Caspius of Portola). Art includes works passed down from her grandparents, children's
drawings, and flea market finds. I love using the guest room to assemble, Says. This gives visitors a story to enjoy. Because Cecily's twin boys share a small room she kept holding just so it doesn't overflow space. The hit color comes from graphic sign artist Michael Glotzer. Keeping toys in a way that's easy for kids to
find them and putting them away is always a struggle, Cecily says. Clean bins keep them visible but organized. Related: Banish clutter with Smarter Kids' Toy Storage Adding a trough-style sink to the kids' bath makes it easier for everyone to brush their teeth right away. Cecily prefers low boxes above the cupboards so
she can assign one to each child. The generous floor-to-ceiling tile withstands splashes during the bath. Navy whale skeleton wallpaper (Abnormals Anonymous' Bruce in Captain Nemo) in the Cecil Kennel is a humorous game of animal themes common to kennels. Related: Try The Accent Wall wallpaper in these 5
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